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Armin Sargas

Armin Sargas is a player character played by Arbitrated.

Armin Sargas

Species & Gender: Caelisolan Male
Year of Birth: YE 19
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Pilot

Rank: Nitô Hei
Current Placement: N/A

Preferred Plots:

YSS Imperator1.

Physical Description

Height: 180cm (approx. 5'11“)

Mass: 42Kg (Approx. 92.6lbs)

Hair color: Blonde
Style: Messy, but usually gut to a medium-short length.
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Eye color: Iridescent (sometimes referred to as “a literal rainbow”), with slight favoritism to lighter
blue.

Plumage color: Cream

Wing shaping: Sparrow
Span: 405cm (13'4”)

Armin is a typical, if slightly shorter than normal, Caelisolan young man with a messy shock of sandy
blonde hair. Their slightly pale skin tone draws attention to their borderline iridescent eyes, which always
seem to be more vivid than normal when he smiles. His sparrow-shaped wings, much like his twin
brother, are cream-colored and allow him to fly under his own power, given the right amount of space.

Personality

In a word, Armin is outgoing. With his little brother almost always by his side, Armin loves to take risks
and enjoy whatever live tries to knock him down with. Essentially inseparable, he and his twin are
incredibly easy to become friendly with while not on duty, if slightly overwhelming in the overall
excitability department. The young man often loves to tease his brother about their ages, but rarely
means anything serious by his actions and words.

Despite giving the vibe of being “prankster twins” to those around them, both Armin and Arcturus are
rare to actually embarrass or in some way humiliate or pull jokes on other people; it is actually more
likely Armin will make a fool of himself in his free time rather than of others. It wouldn't be unheard of for
him to be too caught up in excitement to miss some of the finer details of the people around him.

On duty, Armin often prefers to take routes to his objective that seem to be non-conventional. He can
take some time to analyze a battle to gather a variable amount of information, though this is typically a
fruitless endeavor in the long run. If he needs to, however, he can act rather quickly relying on his gut
instincts, though he rarely likes to do so.

History

Armin Sargas was born in YE 19 on New Elysia, only a couple minutes before Arcturus Sargas.

Having grown up on the essentially freshly-claimed world of New Elysia, Armin and his brother grew
together incredibly quickly. The children often stayed out of trouble as they grew up, typically learning
quickly from any of their mistakes-a fairly strict upbringing, without being a game of micro-management,
likely led to this. When the Fourth War happened, the young boys-only about the age of five years-were
kept at home for their own safety; being as young as they were neither of the twins knew what was going
on at the time.

As the war finally faded into history, though, the household began to relax again; the Sargas brothers
would start going back to school, and generally life seemed to become overall uneventful for the two
boys. The two or so years of isolation didn't seem to have many effects on them negatively-in fact, they
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seemed to return to society with increased vigor. Aside from the somewhat unsteady peace between the
factions after their fourth major conflict, society managed to progress for a few more years without issue.

As the Second Mishhuvurthyar War continued to draw in close to home, tensions on the planet began to
rise, and many families around the brothers, including their own, prepared for the worst-be it
annihilation, forced evacuation, or otherwise. Terrified, the family had hunkered down in their small
home, scouring the news for anything hopeful.

With the arrival of the YSS Eucharis, the family seemed to breathe a large sigh of relief-though much of
the city was in disarray, they still would have survived the war. And with such an impressive display of
power, Yamatai's army of stars earned the favor of the Sargas family, however insignificant it was at the
time.

Some time after the war had ended, the twins, with their parent's blessings and their newly-made
Caelisolan bodies, volunteered to join the Army, deciding that piloting small craft would be the best
option for them. Although the brothers had progressed through training normally, they had been
stationed at Fort Victory Reserve Center for some time.

Skills Learned

Armin Sargas has the following notable skills:

Common Star Army Skills

Armin underwent Star Army standard training.

Starship Operations

Armin and his brother specialize in the piloting of fightercraft of varying designs, and have often sparred
against each other in simulators to test each other's skills. They have simulated the control of larger
vessels, but only have a very basic knowledge of the systems.

Vehicles

In Armin's own words: “Driving a tank is like flying a starfighter when it comes down to it. Pay attention
and don't be stupid, and unless the odds were actually against you you'll get to where you need to be.”
He and his brother have trained specially in the use of tankettes and similar ground-based vehicles.

Entertainment

Combined with his brother, Armin is a very friendly individual who loves to make people around him
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smile. From bad puns to adequate dancing, he's generally amicable. He occasionally can sing, though
this is often not in the proper tune.

Social Connections

Armin is connected to:

Corydon Sargas (Father)
Anteia Sargas (Mother)
Arcturus Sargas (Twin Brother, Identical)
Sarah Smith, Jack Mason, Joeseph Argent (Old Friends, mostly from school.)

Inventory & Finance

Armin Sargas has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Armin Sargas currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case Arbitrated becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Armin Sargas
Character Owner Arbitrated
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Nitô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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